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The City of Summerside and private interest  
are working together to envision, develop, and deploy
technologies in real-life contexts for the betterment of 

the community and environment.
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City of Summerside, Prince Edward Island, Canada

INTRODUCTION 

Summerside is developing a powerful innovation ecosystem  
based on world best practices

is leveraging the communities intrinsic infrastructure, key information 
communication technology assets 

and bringing together keenly aligned stakeholders committed to 
embracing a connected, open and innovative community, based on:

1. Municipally Open ICT and Infrastructure

2. Partners Committed to a Sustainable and  
Positive impact for Summerside 

3. Research Foundation

4.   Collaboration

5.  Pooling of Complementary Resources

6.  Sharing of Information and Innovation

7.  Making Innovation More Visible

8.  Engaged Citizens



VISION 

With Summerside’s open municipal 
infrastructure and the leadership of key 
stakeholders, the community is positioning 
itself for collaboration offering the opportunity 
for organizations to engage in user driven 
development.

The culture we establish will open the door for 
many different opportunities. 

Summerside recognizes that there are 
numerous avenues to explore and many 
different applications that can be born out of 
this environment. Assisting the development 
process by enabling participants with our 
unique infrastructure is just one way we 
envision turning concepts into reality. 
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OUR DEFINITION 

What is a living lab?

It’s a platform for industry to collaborate  
with government to explore real-world issues  
and demonstrate how innovation can  
provide solutions.

A Living Lab is a new model; one that is  
defined differently around the world. 

For Summerside, the model will help establish a 
culture of innovation and entrepreneurship that  
will benefit the community now and in the future.

Why that model?

• to gain access to knowledge in the  
community and better understand its needs

•  to be inclusive and open about how technology 
can be introduced to encourage positive change

•  to capture ideas and input from a larger 
population and evaluate how technology  
impacts their every day
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Together we will create a Living Lab environment that will act as 
a foundation to test technology and develop solutions that are 
replicable for other communities.

Establishing this platform will create a situation where participants will:

 Establish models for development

 Identify opportunity for collaboration

 Refine business plans

 Examine best practices

 Design, develop and deploy technology

 Demonstrate innovation in a real-world  
context and environment

Potential applications are endless but a few that resonate in 
Summerside based on exisiting priorities and key investments are:

 Security and Surveillance, Appliance Control,  
Residential Environmental Controls, Centralized Smoke/
Carbon Monoxide Detection, Enhanced Emergency Services,

 Patient Connectivity to Medical Services, Virtual care from 
Doctors, Solar Energy Integration, Bio Fuel from Waste, 
Advanced IT Development, Interoperability for HealthIT.

The potential applications are endless.
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     GUIDING PRINCIPLES 

Summerside and partners are committed to  
advancing opportunities to assist enterprise in furthering  

the market potential for their initiatives.

Summerside is a small but innovative city with  
significant enabling infrastructure, a vast network of partners  

and a commitment to success.

The guiding principles that will influence our success are:

Value

Impact

Sustainability

Inclusiveness
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VALUE

Creating value for participants that will ultimately serve a 
greater good in the community is our priority. Establishing 
value is critical for the success of our Living Lab initiatives. 
Value creation for participants and partners will strengthen the 
platform and encourage further development of opportunity. 
We also recognize that commercial applications could result in 
monetary success increasing value for organizations expanding 
thier offering to a larger market.

IMPACT

Delivering value will have a positive impact on our community 
and the partners involved in Living Lab projects. The success 
of participants will be measured in part by the impact thier 
initiative will have in the local, regional, national and global 
markets. A positive impact will embrace the guiding principles 
but also deliver a sustainable model for future innovation.
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SUSTAINABILITY

Economic and enivironmental sustainability is a top priority 
for Summerside Living Lab initiatives. Satisfying a short term 
need with limited opportunity for future applications will not be 
viewed as a success as we look to create value that delivers an 
impact over a long term.

INCLUSIVENESS

It’s important that we maintain an oppennes and provide 
opportunity for any and every individual or organiztion to 
participate. Our Living Lab needs to demonstarte a willingness 
to consider a diverse set of concepts and not be closed to a 
predefined partner profile.
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The City of Summerside is committed to exploring innovative ways to grow 
our economy. Strategic programs like the Living Lab are just one way for us 
to pursue opportunity that will enhance our community.  
 
There are a number of priorities we consider:

• Job Creation

• Economic Diversity

• Community Empowerment and Choice

• Create industry partnerships that enhace our effort in 
attracting new business and investment

• Develop innovative models for local research  
and training centres

• Reduce operating costs and capital expenditures by 
utilizing effective technology solutions

• Influence procurement decisions across the organization 
to embrace innovation and change

• Implement and communicate our commitment to create 
lasting participation from all members of the community

WHY PARTICIPATE
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Electric Utility

Summerside PEI operates a private, community-owned electric utility serving 
approximately 7,000 residential customers in the city. This allows the City 
of Summerside to seek its own solutions to providing a reliable electrical 
infrastructure for existing residential and business use and better manage 
future business development and growth.

Wind Farm

Recognizing that the demand for electricity would escalate as the 
municipality grew, and that dependence on imported oil was subject to 
escalating world prices and environmentally unsustainable, in a forward-
thinking move the City of Summerside committed to supplementing their oil 
powered electrical generation with a city owned wind farm which opened in 
2009.  At present, Summerside Electric’s wind-powered generation supplies 
12 megawatts of power, providing 100% of the city’s nightly needs and 
approximately 50% its daytime needs.

Fiber to the Home

The City of Summerside is deploying full fiber to the premise solution to 
leverage the power of technology and provide, through our Electrical 
Infrastructure Network a pipeline to each premise in Summerside.  This 
bi-directional communications network between the customer-end’s smart 
devices and the electricity provider will be an open network allowing for 
multiple solution providers to leverage this infrastructure.

INFRASTRUCTURE
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Power Storage Solutions

Through our Powernet program Summerside Electric has begun addressing 
the problem of energy storage solutions by encouraging residential use of 
electric thermal storage (ETS) units. ETS units use high-density ceramic bricks 
to store heat given off by elements inside the units. The elements come on 
during the off-peak nighttime to heat up the bricks, and then the stored heat 
is released throughout the peak day time periods as needed.

Pollution Control Centre

Summerside’s Tertiary Treatment Facility is one of the most advanced plants 
in Atlantic Canada.  Through the advanced technology and research 
capabilities, Summerside is the only plant in Atlantic Canada that removes 
95 per cent of solids from the water to produce grade-A fertilizer.  

INFRASTRUCTURE
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Summerside is currently exploring establishing a high security 
interoperability lab. This lab will provide a platform for testing, validation, 
training, certification and interoperability services for participants. One 
value proposition is that the lab would exist as a neutral non-competitive 
site for testing. The value added for industry is independent certification of 
interoperability for software-software, software hardware, and hardware-
hardware, in a high 
security environment. 

The value proposition 
for local academia 
(Holland College) is 
capacity building as 
a teaching lab for IT 
programming.  Access 
to an interoperability 
testing lab will save 
time and money for 
vendors, thus increasing 
market opportunity. 
Software clients can 
purchase a product 
knowing in advance the 
products interoperability 
certification.  

Organizations can 
utilize the testing lab to 
assure systems are integrated and fully compatible for data exchange.  This 
lab would provide target interoperability support initially for ehealth, public 
safety and big data applications.   

INTEROPERABILITY
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Summerside has a unique ability to bring partners to the table not found 
elsewhere in North American, including an electric utility with a strong wind 
component, a national research centre for wind and storage technologies, 
all levels of government, private sector partners and fundamental an 
embracing community open for business to incubate and embrace 
advancement.  Our Partners Include:

Wind Energy Institute of Canada

WEICan advances the development of wind energy across Canada through 
research, testing, training, and collaboration

Eureka Ranch PEI

Eureka! Ranch helps corporations and SME’s make better business decisions 
in managing innovation. By focusing on accelerating profitable growth 
through more profitable products, services, customers and markets.

Holland College

Holland College has more than 65 full-time career training programs.  The 
college’s diploma and certificate programs provide for a combination of 
theory, competency based learning and direct hands-on training.

University of Prince Edward Island

UPEI’s four faculties (arts, education, science, and veterinary medicine) and 
two schools (business and nursing) offer a wide range of programs and 
degrees to over 4,400 undergraduate, graduate and doctoral students.

COMMUNITY PARTNERS
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Atlantic Canada Opportunities Agency

The Atlantic Canada Opportunities Agency works to create opportunities 
for economic growth in Atlantic Canada by helping businesses become 
more competitive, innovative and productive, by working with diverse 
communities to develop and diversify local economies, and by championing 
the strengths of Atlantic Canada.

Innovation PEI

Innovation PEI is focused on accelerating economic development in Prince 
Edward Island by investing in people, innovation, and infrastructure. We 
are targeting key sectors that have displayed a high potential for economic 
growth within the Province. These sectors include aerospace, bioscience 
(including agriculture and fisheries), information technology, financial 
services and renewable energy. 

Private Sector Partners

Summerside has a cluster of advanced enterprise in multi sectors including 
agriculture, marine, aerospace, information technology and renewable 
technologies working collaboratively to advance economic opportunities  
for export.
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PROCESS FOR PARTICIPATION
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Summerside recognizes it will be receiving 
applications that range from concepts to fully 
developed business models and will customize 
agreements based on the maturity of  
the opportunity. 

Successful applicants will further develop 
business models and engage the city in a 
planning process formalizing concepts, 
defining needs, establishing roles and 
determining resources required to bring 
opportunities to market.

1. Agreements

2. Planning

A letter of understanding will be presented to ventures that pass the 
application process outlining the intentions of the city and a suggested 
course of action to further develop projects. 

Once a clear understanding of roles is established final agreements 
will be structured.
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Once opportunities are ready for real-world 
testing the environment needed will be 
established. A level of community involvement 
will be determined on a per project basis. 

4. Market Testing

Projects that are determined to be market ready 
will be launched.

5. Implementation

A process for developing opportunity will be 
determined and plans will be presented to 
ensure consistency with the LivingLab mandate 
and that priorities are being met.

3. Development



Summerside’s ambition is to integrate innovative solutions within the 
community for the global benefit of stakeholders.  Together we will 
work to ensure we are ahead and shaping the curve when it comes 
to technology, research and community advancement.  It is our belief 
that by leveraging our unique, controlled and clustered infrastructure, 
Summerside is establishing itself as a global leader.

GETTING INVOLVED
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The equation for success requires partners and Summerside has a 
unique ability to bring partners to the table. Together we can further 
extend our existing infrastructure and mutually benefit from shared 

investments that delivers value for the community.

We’re keeping the process simple. If you have an interest in 
participating in the living lab here’s how to get started:

Provide a brief on who you are and what your project is. Include what 
you are looking for from the City and provide us with as much detail 
on the project, why and how you see the fit with the City and when 

you want to get started.  

Send your brief to:
Mike Thususka, Director of Economic Development 

mike@summerside.ca

Don’t’ forget to include:

Company/Person name
Project title

A description of your product or service

and answer the following:

How do you envision the City assisting you in realizing your 
vision and bringing your concept to market.
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For more information on  
the City of Summerside and our Living Lab initiative contact: 

 
Mike Thususka 

Director of Economic Development  
mike@summerside.ca

www.bigpossibilities.ca
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